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This ’n’ That
Just yesterday I was thinking about a subject for mv
Tolima
when I casuallyasked a fellow editor for a suggestion. And shit
did SHE suggest? Sex! Out of the clear blue sky. without a as.
ment’s hesitation, she says sex.
What runs through the minds of girls nowadays anyway?

Journalism Dept.
Tops in Our Book
U.ISNI AND .tivertising Department,
THE PR RN
according to a recent report in Journalism Quarterly. has the largest number of undergraduates
7 strongthan has any other college in the nation.
A hen the news reached Spartan Daily this week, it
made us justly proud of our department and college.
For. when we entered as journalism majors. we were
impressed by the excellent
journalism curricula San
Jose State offered. The
new rating just about made
our shirt buttons pop.
The man responsible for
the tremendous growth of
our department is Dr.
Dwight Bentel, head of
the department for the
past 29 years. A tin o s t
single handedly, he has
built a department that is
recognized throughout the
nation as being one of the
finest ; a department
looked to with confidence
by scores of publishers
and editors for professional quality manpower
DR. DWIGHT BENTEL
to staff their publications.
Dr. Bentel s a- hired in 1935 as college public relations roan and ash iser for Spartan Daily by College
. MacQuarrie.
Pres. T.
Previous to this time a group of students. with no
particular affiliations with journalism, tried to convert
the State College Times. Spartan Daily’s weekly predecessor. to a daily publication. The first issue hit campus
early in the morning: the second issue. the afternoon
of the next (lay: the third issue never made it. The staff,
realizing its failure. went to Pres. MacQuarrie who, in
the next year. hired Dr. Bentel.
When Dr. Bentel arrived in 1935, he immediately
revamped the paper’s operations and in the fall of the
same year. the Times became a daily publication . . .
permanently. Since that time the Spartan Daily has not
missed an issue.
Even during the war years. when newsprint was
sometimes hard to obtain, the paper still published . . .
via a mimeograph machine. At this time. Dr. Hentel was
vsld- int: tin his doctorate degree at Columbia University
:mil acting department head was Dolores Freitas. now
Snurgeon, professor of journalism.
The philosophy adopted by Dr. Bente! in those esrfrj
years is the basis of today’s journalism curricula. It
st-t’.ses 1 a strong liberal arts education. 2) a hard1,(iikd journalism curriculum. and 3) an integration of
both of these to prove a worthwhile education experience.
faculty. which he describes as -one of the hest
in the country.- is made up of 12 experienced professional journalists.
The advertising curriculum was introduced to the
college in 1947. It became more than a segment of the
Journalism Department in 1957 when the entire program was renamed the Department of Journalism and
Ad\ ertising. San Jose State is fortunate in having one
of the 23 accredited advertising programs in the nation
and one of approximately 40 accredited news-editorial
programs.
If we’ve been bragging a little too much. please forgive us. But. to belong to such a department makes us
downright proud. and we want you to know it. H. B.

iq

Speaking of girls . . .

Generally the females on this campus dress neatb and
look
exceptionally well, but front the ankles down . . . lo-crs all
thy
way.
Many of the girls on this campus make thei r legs look lit,
stubby bottles by wearing masculine-like loafers and Ihiok, shit,
sweatsocks. Even girls with lung trim legs look like heck sith this
poor choice of footwear. Speaking from a male’s point of vies
(how else? I. the female leg is designed to taper off graduallv,
resulting in a pleasant sight to the eye. The addition of the
sightly dirty brawn loafer and the unattracthe white sweatiest,
makes the usually attractive leg look ugly.
In contrast to the loafer-sweatsock combination is the sandal.
Sandals are just about as ridiculous. They expose too much, Tie
are just about the ugliest part of the human anatomy and the
sandal really shows them off. Come on girls, show a little dos.
Since I seem to he on a soap box toda.
;sof anther
gripe. I was amused by a letter written recent’) l,)U Ui. In
the letter Mason (trying to be funny. of course.) mentions that
he really hates writing letters to Thrust and l’ans. If seren’t
for Al Mason and a few other personal crusaders. ’I lariatand Pain
would be no more. Personnally I get tired of reading the same
type of letters by the penman.
Are there just a handful of persons at SJS who have enough
interest to publicly express their views?
By the way, a group of singers has emerged recent’s. Thei call
themselves the Baldies, and they are.

Thrust and 1"day
Spardi Statue
Called ’Hideous’
Editor:
On the front page of Monday’s
Spartan Daily there appeared a
picture of the proposed statue
that is going to represent the
Spirit of Spardi. I find this
statue to be hideous.
To some people who know
more about art than I do this
statue is a good example of contemporary art. While it may be
a good example of contemporary
art that doesn’t mean it is fit
to be the symbol of our Spirit
here at San Jose State.
I urge the Student Council not
to allocate the necessary funds
to construct this statue as the
symbol of our spirit. Our school
spirit could and should be represented by a more athletic
looking statue instead of one
which has splinters for legs.
Once again I urge the Council
not to spend money for such an
ugly statue.
John J. Grtiehl
AII712

Head Cheer Leader
Answers Letter
Editor:
John Henry wrote a very cynical letter (Thrust and Parry,
Feb. 25), commenting on the
job that SJS yell leaders are
trying to do. Mr. Henry, as have
so many students at SJS, presented a very lopsided view of
what is happening. I wish that
students, like John Henry. who
seem to have so much spirit
and enthusiasm for basketball
games and SJS. would take it
upon themselves to help the yell
leaders i ::rease the spirit at
basketball games. It’s not the
most rewarding feeling for a
yell leader to look up into a
crowd of listless faces, talk to
them, urge them to yell, and
receive response only from the
song girLs. The students are not
willing to yell unless our team
is behind and starts to catch up!
This letter is directed to the
apathetic students who find it
easy to blame the yell leaders
for the lack of spirit. It’s not a
look of boredom on my face, but
a look of discouragement.
I challenge the student body
to come to both basketball
games this weekend to yell!
not sit on your hands. This is a
new squad of yell leaders and
they need your backing. As Mr.
Henry stated, "a cheer leader’s
enthusiasm can spread throughout a crowd," but it also works
the other way. Try showing a
little spirit on your own and
don’t expect the magic of the
cheerleaders to sustain the fire
of enthusiasm throughout the en-

tire game. We have a fine team
and a fine coach. They appreciate your support.
Mike Cook
Head Yell Leader
ASH 15428

Cheerleaders
Again Attacked
Editor:
I just finished reading John
Henry’s letter to Thrust and
Parry and I must say he took
the words right out of my
mouth. My hat is off to him for
exposing our "cheerless Cheerleaders."
I’m also an avid Spartan fan.
I’ve missed only five games this
year; two of them being out of
state and two down south.
Another time I was one of only
four fans who witnessed the St.
Mary’s game in Richmond besides the song girls.
The worst performance by the
cheerleaders would have to be
the night of the Santa Clara
game here in San Jose. We were
without Harry Edwards and yet
the team fought, hard and kept
a slim one or two point lead
throughout the game. The game
was nip and tuck except for the
cheerleaders. The Santa Clara
cheerleaders continually cut our
rooting section and cheerleaders
and school while rooting their
own team on intensely. When
our team needed some strong
support, our cheerleaders were
silent. How would you feel if
you were in a fight and 50 people surrounded the two of you
and encouraged and cheered your
opponent while insulting you?
As John Henry said, the cheerleaders didn’t even show up to
the all-important USE game in
San Francisco although around
300 Spartan rooters made it and
cheered to the leadership of the
song girls.
I just hope our cheerleaders
can do a better job this weekend
when we iday USE and Santa
Clara. We have a great basketball team, a great coach, pretty
and talented song girls, fans and
interest. hid whatever happened
to the cheerleaders?
Les Wright
A91541

Prof Comments
On ’Tower List’
Editor:
I am heartened! by Mr. Brownton’s letter regarding the Tau
Delta Phi’s "Tower List." I have
long felt that modernization of
our teaching program absolutely
required the organized participation of the students. One of
my own students tells me that
my own hide is really taken off

in this list probably with complete justification, as I have
not yet found the completely
satisfactory approach to this
fast -developing and all -pervasive
topic of management. Thus each
semester I make basic changes
in my procedurethis time going to the newer method of individual conferences, which has
shown such dramatic promise in
well -documented research publications. Any student, Tau Delt
or not, is welcome to come in
and see the new greensheets and
even observe the conferences,
provided he will then give me
his reactions and comments.
And I guess this is my only
reservation about the Tower
List: each instructor’s section
might be sent to him for reaction before going to press. His
reaction might or might not be
added to the final form, but it
would at least remove allegations of ’sandbagging."
A. Porter
Mao. Prof. of Business

Writer ’Off Base’
P.R. Director Says
Editor:
Today I struck upon an interesting bit of trivia in your
Thrust & Parry column by one
Miss Carol Catkin.
The young lady seems to be so
intellectually encumbered that
she cannot understand a bit of
satire on a spoof. I fear Miss
Catkin is off base. In fact I
doubt, very seriously, if a mart
of Dr. Gordon’s position would
be so vindictive as to lower himself to meet, ". . . the students
on their own ground." It must
be noted that some faculty members are so small of soul that
they have taken a vindictive attitude toward THE INTELLIGENT STUDENT’S GUIDE, but
certainly Dr. Gordon does not
number amongst this flock. I
rather think that the young lady
failed to see the simple exercise
in satire that Dr. Gordon’s work
was.
Miss Catkin states that she,
". . . finclisi it incredible that
anyone would expend the time
and energy to produce such a
piece." I invite her to join me
any day at 1:30 p.m. at the Bank
of America on 3rd St. and she
may learn why anyone would
expend the time.
Dr. Gordon, how do you evaluate this young lady?
To all our readers, we hope to
see you next semester with a
bigger and better intelligent student’s guide to the SJS faculty.
Sincerely yours,
Tranutiehio
Public Relations Director
D & 8 Enterprbses
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Spartan Statue
Called Step Forward

’Open End’ Talk
Set for Friday

Editor:
The imminent possibility of
having a central Spartan motif
on campus represents a tremendously exciting step forward for
San Jose State College. It means
that we can begin to emerge as a
definable cultural entity with respect to the tangible cultural
manifestations common to other
campuses. It means that we can
have, with specific reference to
the models submitted by Daryle
Webb, a material focus at last
for the serious virtues symbolically capsulized in the concept of
a Spartan: courage, determination, resiliencethe masculine
and hearty qualities prominent
in the incipient society so long
the prototype of Western democracies.
The sculpture, life-sized and
extraordinarily powerful in execution, is not a hackneyed and
ecclectic product, but is filled
with the energy of our times. Its
contemporary form symbolizes
the dynamic vivacity of the best
of our culture, that part dedicated to the constructive potential of the nuclear age.
A significant, cohesive, contemporary symbol of this sort is
represenative of precisely the
qualities implicit in the dynamic
reorganization of San Jose State
College, with its new faculty organization and the tremendous
state-wide changes that are
making us the equal of the hest
and superior in worth to colleges less capable of growth and
change. San Jose State College
has been acquiring a powerful
academic constellation and consequently gaining rapidly in its
reputation for scholarship and
cultural merit. Only a few colleges on the coast have symbolized this spirit openly, such as
the University of Oregon, which
has commissioned dozens of such
sculptures and mural art over
the last 10 years. We now have
the rare opportunity to continue
to demonstrate the new San
Jose State College, which when
its Union is complete will begin
to vie with Cal at Berkeley in
campus interest and capacity to
excite.
The cost of around $2,000 is a
bargain! The cost of mosaic
work and art features on commercial buildings currently runs
into the tens of thousands
buildings like the Crown Zellerhach in San Francisco.
I most heartily recommend
this exciting, modern, centralizing symbol of the Spartan spirit.
Sincerely yours.
David P. Hatch
Aradstant Proferosor of Art

Editor:
I should like to call attention
to a new student -faculty discus.
sion group, Student -Faculty
Open-End, which meets bi-week
ly Friday nights 7 p.m., Rooms
A and B in the cafeteria. I,
next m ee 1 in g is this Fil!..
night, Feb. 28. Our intention a
to discuss topics of interest to
the intelligent campus coris
munity. The topics will he sue
gested by students or faculty,
and can range through all the
arts and ,:ciences, through re
ligion, politics economics, eds
ics, philosophy, etc. The ma,
chinery of the discussion CO.
tees in a rotating panel of about
six or seven students and Ix.
uity members. Panel members
can leave the panel and be rts
placed from the floor. The grOuP
is more or less unstructuof
except that there is a chairman
or moderator for the evening.
and a kind of organizing.oper.
ating committee that selects the
the program and arranges for
the rooms. We are not an oe
ganization, we are a meeting.
We should like to establish at
San Jose State a custom of
telligent discussion and debate
of interesting issues of all sont
where informed people front all
college departments and special.
and
izations can share views
The
learn from one another.
technique of the meetings is t
break down the harriers tha
faculty
separate student and
and that embarrass them in
exchange of ideas We solicit
facult:
support of students and
ha
especially we should like to o
topics
their suggestions for
discussion and their attendan
suc
at meetings. Please send
Tallies.
Richard
to
gestions
1,3%0
Art Department, Ruth
Putney
English Dept., or Snell
Sig
S5cioi,44y. Topics. already
folla
gested have run like the
"Th
ing: "Does God Exist?" of R
Coming Dis-establishment
Silt"
liginn," "The Notion of
the West Worth Saving?"
Dangers of PsychoanshIP.
"J
"Chaos in the Fine Arts,"
etc,
and Existentialism,"
from !
should like to hear
whole campus suggestions
our programs.
coming
The topic for this
Sturient.Farul
day n i gh t’s
wide
Open-end should be of
of special al
eral interest, andmembers
Of
trims, to some
staff
Spartan Daily editorialAltruism

is Self -Interest vs.

for
Ayn Band’s Philosophy
servatives.
Richard TarorY
Prof. of Art
010*
forSt listen t-FactiltY
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quaw Valley Site of Club Trip

the site IA this
..iss Valley is
Club trip. Feb. 28
eeliend’s Ski
Club 1111.1111WES
March I. Ski
lift dis_,Ik,OtS will receive
rental rates
... and special
(’enter. Skis,
ccman’s Sport
poles will cost $4.50
sis and
the weekend.

r1111’1111r

NEW LOCAL FRATERNITY

The club will be staying at
Ludlow’s Lodge in Kings Beach,
northside Lake Tahiie. Kitchenettes are available for those who
plan on cooking their meals.
Transportation and lodging for
the entire weekend will cost
members $13 and guests $16.
The Ski Club will meet tomorrow night at 7:30 p.m. in
’1’1155. Dean Miller, assistant professor of physical education, will
-pcak on physical fitness and its
rclai in to skiing at the meeting.
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Are You Ready For ’Em?
. . . And with a
SPECIAL DISCOUNT
for SJS coeds

Are you ready for those
pledge dances and spring
parties this semester? Well,
to help you get ready with
the right wardrobe, Zukors is
offering you a 10o DISCOUNT on long or short
formals. To get the div:ount,
just show your studei0- body
card when you sll";).

132 South First St.
pi,

Mon., Thurs., and Fri. until 9 p.m.
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The Match Box
.fean mach. Patten, .lptia anaa-on Pi. sophomore English major
lions Itiserside to Ball) Paid/zoo, Sigma Phi Epsilon, graduate business major from Santa Barbara.
Sally SirgIN Alpha Phi, junior education major from Piedmont
to Bill Mellott’, Lambda Chi Alpha, graduate cis il engineer from
San Carlo,
Georgia Dorms, Chi Omega, junior interior decoration major
from San Jose to Dm.. Osborne, Delta Sigma Phi, senior electrical
engineering major horn Lima. Ohio.
F:NGAGEMIP:STS
ji liii. a- ilementary education lot jut’ from BurlGeorg:inn
ingatna to Eraiik Niendorff, junto’. business tn:t jot. at Soul harn
foal%
Met to
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Lynn Illohtinan, Redwood City, to Ed Smith, Li mlxiii (’hi Alpha,
from Refit% 0011 City.
wniiir biological science ...
11.%11/RIAliF:
,111101. educ;ition major from San Mateo
Diane llossard, Phi
,. wagement 5.15 grail from San Jose
to Byron Sehlirg.
They weni married Jan
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-411 parking lot tickets validated
First and San
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For Appointment Call 292-4894

LOS ANGELES!

CINEMA
552 SOUTH BA’JCONI

CO 5-723t

"GOOD SOLDIER SCHIEK"
"OPERATION BULLSHINE"
STUDENTS SI 00

’GAY

I

900 SOUTH FIRST STREET
CO 4.55,
"LOVE ON A PILLOW"
with Bridgette Biltdot
"PASSIONATE SUMMER"
STUDENTS SI 00

_
TOWN E . SARATOGA

1431 THE ALAMEDA

CO 7050

’ I4SC2 BIG BASIN WAY

UN 7 1025

"CARRY ON REGARDLESS’

"BILLY LIAR"

’FLAME OVER INDIA"

_
A il .FlIZNI:E. 1740TWAV-15
STUDENTS

SI 00

STUDENTS SI 00

ALMA AND ALMADEN ROAD
McINTOCK
"TOYS IN THE ATTIC"
"ROCK-A -BYE BABY"

STUDIO

FIRST St SAN SALVADOR CV 2 6776
"CHILDREN OF THE DAMNED"
"GLADIATORS SEVEN"

196B ALUM ROCK AVENUE

south screen
"AMERICAN AMERICAN"
"A MOUSE ON THE MOON"
no,th sc-een
"SOLDIER IN THE RAIN"
"DEVIL AT 4 O’CLOCK"
’BLUE HAWAII’
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gym-

Twenty years old and the father of an eight-month old son,

Come over to our town for
a delicious quarter -pound
hamburger.

Chew could make a strong bid for NCAA honors in the future.

"Once you’ve come to our
town, you’ll never leave."

"The shoe that’s being worn all over campus"

(between 10th & 110)
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"THRIFTAIR"
FLIGHTS TO

order. He is consitantly around 80 points in these events.

460 E. William

AND PIZZA EMPORIUM
11.C.
Ohm

Sainte Claire Barber Shop
88 W. San Carlos St.

the side horse, parallel bars, long horse and free exercise in that

the purpose for
which they were

c’rj Win-WM
SALOON

15

nast is capable of competing in all eight gym events. According

beautiful as

..07.0De

RAZOR CUTS

to his coach, Clair Jennett, Chew, only a junior, is strongest in

Rings as

D

--NED NIGHT
7k.
14 CAME FROM
BENEATH THE SEA

NOW HAS

1

4,

FREE MOUES

Men

Rich Chew, a San Jose product out of James Lick high school,

sad JUNO
Aey
rt
open-

Hair Styling For

is Mr. Consistency for the SJS gymnastics team.
.....-Averaging around 25 points per meet, the 5-7, 118 poun
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restions
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fall semester, the fraternity so firmly established with a house.
The original membership of
seven had been doubled with the
initiation of the first pledge
class. Today, the fraternity
numbers over twenty initiated
members.
The objectives of Alpha Omega Rho are- to develop brotherhood and fellowship among the
members; to develop the highest
nun.al standards; to maintain
good scholarship; to provide service to the campus and community; 10 seek membership in a National Social Frateinity which
which best provides the standards for which they are committed.
Besides being a social fraternity., they do carry on cultural intellectual activities. They has..
numerous seminars on topics
varying from religion to politics
to sex. In addition, they has an
spanding library of over 250
omes.

f’)"4"

;inn.
’honnalYs

corning
lent-racuj
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special
;hers er
dal staff. I
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"... where the members make
the fraternity."
This quote seems to describe
Alpha Omega Rho, a new local
)cial fraternity at SJS, in a few
words.
In the spring of 1061, a group
if SJS students formed this new
social fraternity. Prior to this,
these students had been getting
together for hull sessions. In this
respect, they were not unlike
any other small group of college
1101AVVer, they began to
ecognize in each other a spirit
of friendship which seemed, to
them, unique.
They looked around campus
I or other groups with a similar
purpose. They investigated the
wirsh fraternity systoin and
liked many of the ideas they say.
By combining what they thought
were the good points of the fraternity system with their basic
ideals, they sought to perpetuate
air own brotherhoixt
tin the -tart
th folloish

3151 Alum Rock Ave.
CL 8-5305
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Silence prevails as sorority rush eontinues.
Coeds silently walk along campus; they enter the cafeteria with
a self-conscious air about them. Their hair is neatly combed and
their clothes are the latest in styles. They are nervous as they seek
out their independent friends whom they can still communicate
so it h. They smile indiscreetly to the sorority women with secret hopes
that some of them will soon become their ’sisters."
Good luck girls . . .
LAMBDA C111 ALPHA
New officers for Lambda Chi Alpha are Ron Culler, president
Ken Moeckel, vice president; Al Smith, secretary; Gary Vannatter.
treasurer; Roger Wilmarth, rush chairman; Mike West. social chairman; Gary Thompson, ritualist; Johnny Johnstone, scholarship
chairman; Bill James, house manager: Dale Nemalia steward.
SIGMA PI
Sigma Pi swings into 111P hew semester by announcing "The
Tiki Twist." This dance, an annual dance of the spring semester. is
a Hawaiian costumed affair and will feature a speeial band. The
special basement of Sigma Pi is decorated in "Tiki" style. The danca
is fast becoming top event of the fraternity.
A special aWa/AN banquet was highlighted hy the presentation
of awards to Active Doug Cox and framer Pledge Dick ’,levier for
the highest grade point averages. Congratulations to brit to
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Everyone wore pajamas, but no One was sleeping.
The brothers and dates of Sigma Phi Epsilon and Phi Si:",,
Kappa fraternit ie.:: combined forces Friday night for a rollh.k.;
pajama party at Trader Lew’s. The only thing wilder than the
pajama outfit. oN
[HUSH%
WIN proVided hy 1110 Sling Rays.

’Members Make Fraternity’
At Alpha Omega Rho

REED’S

it.’ flmEh

Ilk
ay

ALPHA OMEGA RHOFive brothers of Alpha Omega Rho,
new local social fraternity at SJS, are shown proudly holding
their flag in front of their house. Their house is located at 333
S. 11th St. They are planning soon to become a national fraternity. There are 17 alumni members and eight actives.
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Associated 1Vontet, Students,
AWS will sponsor a Leap Year
Dance from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in
WG22 following the game Saturday night

judie block

SKI SALE

It of vies

Leap Year Dance

society editor

OPEN TONIGHT
’TIL 9:00
Roberts Book Store
i0th St. across from men’s dorms
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SPARTSN DAILY-3
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Featuring the shoe of the week
Worthmore Coachhide Casuals
$10.95

FLORSHEINI
71 So. First St.
295-3073

EVERY HOUR
ON THE HOUR
8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
and it’s still your
lowest air fare
*11 PLUS TAX
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Berton Brecht’s The ThreePenny Opera" will be presented

by

by the St:inford Players, Friday
at 8:30 p.m. in the Memorial
Auditorium.

A
,,ks
13 ,,r1, ..nd

il, is considered the le.iding interpreter
of these classical works for the
Spanish guitar. Other numbeis
include especially composed
works for the Spanish guitar by

Alexander T n in iii. Heiter
Villa-Lobos, Frederic() Mompou
and Torroba.
BACALL SlitiNED
HOLLYWOOD itIPD
Lauren Bacall has been signed
by Warner Bros. for a starring
role in "i’s and the Single
ienry Fonda.
Girl" opposii

Bakmas

Crealit,e
We tan ,I% le sour hair to
match % lilt per,;onality. 11
%%ill hrima out the iadiant
you. e
qualitie that ate
peeializi and eater to the
pride in
otnan sht tab
her hair.

Priced for Students
Tues. thru Sat.

5 through 7.
Carl Weber, who was formerly
associated with Brecht and the
famed Berliner Ensemble, will
be the guem director. Last sum-

mer he directed the Engush language premiere or Brecht’s "Der
Hofmeister" at Stanford. He
recently staged the same playwright’s "The Caucasian Chalk
Circle" for the San Francisco
Actors’ Workshop.
Stars for the production are
Sam Resnick us Macheath,
Marian Hampton as Polly, Marietta Schmidt as Celia Peachum,

Flower
Shop
Flowers
and
Corsages
for all
Occasions
C, 0462

Orchestra for the musical will
be conducted by Ed Applebaum.
Songs included in the score are
taken from the excerpts of Polly’s Song, the Tango Ballad, the
Cannon Song and "Moritar or

-Mack the Knife."

RUSH FUNCTION
REAL ESTATE INSURANCE CLUB
February 27, 1964
7 to 9 P.M.
ROOM I

HOME ECONOMICS BUILDING

Willow Glen
Beauty College

All Majors Welcome
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE

SERVED

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

TACOS

’Sex’ Symposium
Features Tansey,
Rosenburg, Tutko

"Yeah! Yeah! Yeah!

MODERN OFFICE
MACHINES CO.
124 E. San Fernando

Dr. Thomas Tutko, associate
professor of psychology. Each
will speak in his own field.
art, literature and psychology
respectively.
According to Dr. Tansey. the

Recital, Thursday at
in Concert Hall.
The program will feature
Bach’s French Suite No. 5 in G
major, Beethoven’s Sonata in C
major rWeldstein), Op. 53, and
Chopin’s Nocturne in C minor.
Op. 48 and Ballads in G minor.
Op, 23.

4th and St. James
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"I can feel it, but Dylan can say it. He’s phenomenal."Joan Baez
"The most important folk singer today."Peter, Paul and Mary

Bob
Dylan

Sleeping In My Bed?," will sh,r
in three additional pictures fa’
.
,
i.e’

’4 C..; 5579.

...la test and
’esi-t -Saturday

THE FREEWHEELIN’
BOB DYLAN
,

Springtime is here!
The latest fashions from Country Miss of
New York have arrived in soft "Whipped
Cream.’ wash
an dwear-fabrics. Light
spring and summer pastel shades.

TIM TIMIS
TIMM ARE’
&AMAMI:WC
BOB

41IP

DYLAN" 4.
,

r. ;des the

-r,

CL 2105 C s
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hit "Blowm

bob Dylan sings

highly charger,l, deeply
songs about the

Mate pint. selections now.

ON COLUMBIA RECORDS
college girl in mind"

Country Miss proudly presents this classic check. Fashioned
of "Whipped Cream"... a perfectly wash -and -wearable 100%
Dacron Polyester with full skirt. Bermuda collar, roll up
Sleeves. Blue, Pink, Yellow, Lilac. Sues 6 to 18.

tASUALS
438 E. Williams
San Jose
t,

(*.ma

10 a.m..6 pin.
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The Third Bob 1). !an

3 FOR CAROL
HOLLYWOOD I CPI )
Commedienne Carol Burnett, following her role in -Who’s Been

for Tacos!"

I
Pt’s

TAKE OFF WHEN THE SPIRIT
MOVES YOU AND YOU FLY WITH
THE MOST ENTERTAINING
PEOPLE IN THE WORLD

subjects which are considered of
universal importance.
Donations are a $1.00 and Ere,
c-,ffee will he .-erved.

Piano
.o p.m.

thi

COLUMBIA RECORDS c,

symposium will point out son,.
interesting side lights on the

1,, ,’,,i’rrl

.,r..1
114,1,1 ;h.’,
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FLY

Thursday at 8 p.m. at the Off
Stage, 970 S. First Street.
The symposium will feature
Dr. Richard Tansey, professor if
art, Dr. Albert Rosenburg, associate professor of English, and

I wpartm,:q

backs up 11,, ,

336 E. William

293-5283 or 293-4588

"Sex in Art, Literature and in
Psychology," will be discussed

Joan
in the m

As the Beatles say:

When at SJS the performance
sold out r,w both nitht.s.
Norecti Labarge Mitchell, associate profeswor of drama, is director of the play. The repeat
performance at Monthly will
have the Identical original cast
of 11 players, all graduate or
senior student majors in drama,
English or music.
In the featured roles will be
Russell Holcomb and Lee Ruggles, Luis Valdez and William
Keeler, who will play the parts
which starred Leif Erickson,
Bette Davis and Clark Allen in
the New York production.
Keeler sings and play, the
guitar in presenting melodies
from Sandburg’s "Song Bag,"
and Ilolcomb, on the trombone,

"WORLD OF CARL SANDBURG"SJS Speech and Drama
group (I. to r.) Luis Valdez, Marian Green, William Keeler and
Russell Holcomb will do "World of Carl Sandburg" at Villa
Montalvo, Saturday.
Special . . .
ance Saturday at Villa
Student Typewriter
The Carriage House Thiaii, ii
Rental Rates
8:30 p.m.
The production is presented in
New and used typewriters and
reader’s theater style. The play
adders for sale.
is an adaptation hy Norman
HIGH TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE

Recital Tomorrow
By Joan Bridges

TWO S

Phone Orders CY 7-8421

unpublished works and lively
folksongs from his "American
Sung Bag."

This modern version of John
Gay’s "The Beggar’s Opera" will
be repeated Saturday and March

Jack Schmidt as Mr. Peachum,
Mark Hammer as Chief of Police (Tiger’ Brown, Wilene
Gunn as Lucy and Linda Bishop
as Jenny.

ICri & Santa Clara

Corwin, and presents selections
from Sandburg s published, and

297-6725
Opon Thurs. Night ’till

HOUSE of RECORDS

One Block
From Campus

of d
saonFrernaro
Corner

and

Open 10:30 . 9:30 p.m. cialy; 1:30 6 p.m. Saturday

Weekend Run
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Light Opera Presents ’Kismet’
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lorguri, Sill aeng ton.ght at CoRee.
Morgan has been singing in
l’talI.i us, California. for the past
nine months at the "Prison of
Socrates," consequently his first
.ilium is "Tint Morgan at the
Socrates. isen
Iris album is in the fifth spot
it,
y in Loa Angeles.
Over 11,000 copies of the album
hair. been sold,
’rim Morgan will appear at
Co-Rec at 8:30 Rm. After this
performance he will sing in Bay
Area high schools throughout the
week.
(’u -Pee features dancing, entertainment, %olleyball and ping
pong Wednesday night front 7
to 10 p.m.
- In his boyhood soda -jerking
days in Independence. Mo., Paul
Ilenning, cre,.tor of ’’The Beverly
had Harry S.
I

,’sterner,

-

5,000

paperbacks
now at CAL BOOK
If you enjoy reading for pleasure or
if you need to supplement your text
assignments, then
we can please

F 3rd
and

YOU with our
large assortment
of paperbacks.
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Offers Professional Opportunities in
Non-Military Instrument Systems

DELLA REESE
a-

. . . at Safari Room

for Spectrochemicol Analysis

1:111’

Pivot’ ti’s are my fee,.
seller.," she smiled.

Non -Military, But "Essential Activity"

Della neek..e wits horn in D.. troll’ and began single): .,
when, as she put i:
I,
opened my mouth one
and
found out I could sing." She was
a vocalist until joining the Meditation Singers at 17, a go,pelsinging group.
INDEPENDENCE

Aggressive Organization, Technically &
1.1)

Della continued, "I nprenred
on the Jackie Gleres..g
my fit",; television
;
it didn’t help me eine
,
Sullivan took me, Ander

Commercially

Small Company Atmosphere
Technically Oriented

Management

Challenging Assignments

GOOD GRADES

Professional Growth
Company -supported Advanced Education
Other Excellent Benefits

Opportunity for

Themani Good Vision
eyes examined for glasses
and contact I
glasses fitted and repaired

EE, ME & Applied Physcis;
and MBA with any of the foregoing

Degrees: BS & MS in

Harvey (;i)goi
Dr. blwarii Piituirt

Optometrists
87
1

2

Register with Your College Placement Office for

Campus Interviews March 3, 1964
or you may write us direct tri

E. San Antonio

blocks from Science Bldg.
Phone: 292-0507

Independence came to
vocalist at 21 when she
peared in different sections t:
the country with her own ain,.ing’ act. She, while exilaining
her rise to surress, said, "I was
a great sueress in areas. It took
six or seven years tor everyone
to get to know me."

P. O.

Box

Attention:

1710, Glendale, California 91209
C. F. Hartman, Personnel Director

Thanks Spartans
For Waking Our (,rand ()pening
Such .1 Bi.,

HOWARD
TOURS
1161

THE ORIGINAL
STUDY TOUR IN TI1E PACIFIC

Six UNIVERSITY CRED,T5

9549

57 DAYS

/we- :

ing beau" .
Popular lI,.ii,
,e rn 3’ .
Wh.ch you
not just see it. the
*PLO ycxery best ,1
Personally participate - ’
island living, not just
ih- r
a: o
Tour price includes
Flights between Gehl,
’amour residence, and ire ’I’ II
itinerary of tee highest dua..ty aid le’de,’
r...imber of dinners. parties, Shows,
’Loses, sightseeing, beach activities, an,
toural events; plus all necessary tos’
riCeS.
Iduki apartments and steamspo a y,.
ere available .0
!eel kur
o Nibble, oohs-, tsurs to ti. cst

ORIENT TOUR
SIX UNIVERSITV CREDITS

44
DAYS Ta.6.1n, Plag ’1989
Haws,1

lapin
ptnes, lhalland Singapore - - fated r
....
you’ve dreamed about all in a
escorted progiem for sophisticated ’
etera whose infect, adventurous st ’
and previous travel to other more
stile areas maim them ready for
I’m most exciting and Pleasurable a’ .
travel experien,:es on earth If you desire
You may axo enroll in the San Francis,.
State College Summer Session courses
offered in conjunction with this Program
Price includes roundtrip air travel betweeo
West Coast and Orient, plus all first
and luxury sereceS ashorehotels, cr.., s
sightseeing, all tips, and the most I’,eie,e,,,sccohse.dule of special dinners, coso
swan entertainment. evening eyeat,
sot ill functions; plus all neLessoir

APPLY

california book co., lt(1.
134 e. san fernando
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HAWAII TOUR
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new albums ,a
Soon to he released, ar.,
and "Della at Basin
East." The shapely
wsplained. nw album
is the first one I’ve made th.:’
hasn’t had my name mentioned
in the title."

TIM MORGAN
. . . folksinger

Fit

f t

..ht a ad

Or.

,

1,111

of thr atalioncre. As she pins it

then

Attlity

ItEll

rri

T.,

:7. air 114,,,,t,,,/

NI st

’I’tse till, Vtont-lookto
fortrier
clan the trot hi’,

ihrce otie-he

Thal trillion sellers are -That
It (-minds Me," "Don’t Si
Know," "Still ’it the Night
"Time After Time:’ She
imAimitely 12 albums on It,
market

phone 297-7155

I

’Et didn’t h,ir, my career much.
She becan traveling run’
r.tertained in Dru- ela,

the

RAZOR CUTS
caw

S1 a.

Tim Morgan
. At Co-Rec

MEN’S

1)5 1 2.9

Safari Room Star Della Reese
Sings to Moods of Audience

11(El ’

Hair Styling
Jeer

( Osta is directing the
and Richard Gordon
..harge of the musical
leave, Allen Praefke and Dorothy ‘J.1 eonell star in the perTickets are available
II :h.
!Irian Clay Box Office.

I St:
"HEAT
TO OW .V’

95 to $24
e Eraine

a %%l -

Doill Wright :owl Forrest supplied the boilea 1,1 the show
..,h.ti" include ttoptilar numbers
of Titne." "Baubles,
Lod lii ,t:’ "Stranger
" and "This Is My

REN1 A

I

or

lainotis
’I anal to I,ecome a
wealthy and influential citizen.
Ittrhert Wright and George
1.’;erreat formed the basis of the
by adapting Borealin’s
and Secentel symphtnties,
pera "Prince Igor," Quartet
I) major, "Serenade’.
1 ’In the Steppes trf Centrul

LN

After the game or the show
think of -Pizza (5 sizes-over 100 combinations)
Spaghetti
Salad
Sandwiches
Garlic Bread
at

KATHRYN CASS1N
1681 Alumedo, Apt

31

CT 3-2049

the

Pizza Haven
(corner of 10th & Williams)
ooen 4 p.m. Pa: \.

HOWARD TOURS

293.1310

Back-to-Back Games
Plague SJS Cagers

TV))
na Mph:.
a. vv.ut Cr-nit...err in mole
ot fere’
t he 4)0.1
. halt
The intramural rimartment,
Hoed he eot randing int ia,) tar in 1962.1 ii’.! ’d,1
;

Tim

M

PETER NERO

20 a ay
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"Tops in Playboy"
San Jose
Civic Auditorium
Thurs. Feb. 27

%la.% N DAILY

\ Vs,

da

Fel an

Spartan gagers play I;ack-toback again this weekend,
playing poorly in it pair last weekend.
San Jose squeezed by the Loyola
Lions Friday night. 63-62, then had
the margin reversed by the cellar dwelling I’epperdine Millad. as the
Wit es came out on top. :75.5,1.
The Spartans shoulrl find the going even rougher this vveekend.
facing University of San Francisco,
undefeated in league play, Friday
night, and the Santa Clara Bronco:. traditional rivals, Slit ill,
night.
The game with the Dons will be
NO HINDRANCEBob Bonds, Spartan hurdler, may have been
didn’t
played at the Spartan Gym, while
slowed down by the hurdle he is shown upsetting, but he
Saturday’s contest will move ovei.
show it as he sped to a victory in the 70-yard highs in last
Civic Auditorium,
week’s Interclass meet. His time was 8.7 seconds.
USF. 8-0 and apparently healcd
for the NCAA regionals, currenl!
rides on a 13 -game winning streak
In a previous game, played at the
l’SF gym, the Dons came out on
top, 64-47.
Santa Clara is in the grasp of a
four-game losing streak, their last
With three censecutive victories
comiiig at the expense of San
tucked safely under their belts, the
If the s,t,s swim team Is going
SJS freshman basketball team re- to get un the win trail, the hest .1s)se, 58-53, at Cis ic Auditorium.
turns to action this weekend in chance of the young campaign The game will Iv the rubber match
if the cross-town series. ;IN
games against Ilw USF and Santa ’cilia

!tall

y

Liston Falls in Seven;
Clay in 7th Heaven
RILL .01.111)A1

8 P.M.

it ass eX.
inai.
Actually it was something less
d, ;tgaiimi
rot,h.41 matador than that, but it was an outstand\\
San Jose Cos Office,
ing success for the "most beautiful
Sherman Clay
SLIt
up the one.’ both financially and egotistiWh"
,vsal ’ last night in Miami Beach
or
In’ being awarded it seventh Intund
Phone 296-3360
ht
Clay followed the advice that
had been channeled in his direr tart for weeks by the experts. and
!-iipt his distance, using his sired
t., escape the punishing blows of
ti fl. After six even rounds Lis was forced to throw in the
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
I avel on the orders of the ringside
HI -Fl COMPONENTS
ELECTRONIC PARTS
pliv-ae,an because of is mysterious
KITS
snouldir ailment, which he claimed
had hampered him since the first Clara frosh.
Last weekend, Coach Dan Glines
Courtesy Discounts to Students
round.
quintet spent their time evening-up
The fight went unnelievin4ly
its record at 8-8. beating Stanford.
CY 8-1212
1425 W. San Carlos St., S.J.
snough sans knockdowns, but Clay
53-51. and Santa Rosa Junior Colsitutgered Liston in the third with
lege, 52-37.
a combination of lefts and rights
Friday’s
game
was
It true
Which threatened to floor the exscreamer, as Tommy Smith, the
ehamp. Clay, too, was rocked in
:leading SJS scorer this year. fired
tius second. third and fifth stun it :15 tooter into the basket at the
is but eluded Liston’s power!buzzer to nip the Papooses.
:unches to remain upright.
’
Smith. up until his game winning
Liston pressed an early attack. sit it, had only taken two pot shots
chasing Clay persistently, but the at the blsket. and had failed on
challenger. boxing like his model. both of them. SJS led the Indians
Suzar Ray Robinson, who later from the floor. canning 22 of 50
c,mpared the match to a bullfight. for 44 per cent, while Stanford
ti.ctitually gave the champ a box - could only manage :18 per cent.
the first Bill Higgins topped all scorers in
lesson, winning
iound.
the contest with a per soma high
Liston had big second and fifth on the season of 22 points.
Saturdav, in a ragged affair
tounds. but Clay was the man sd
Iho hour in Inc sixth. and when against Santa Rosa, the Sparta babes pulled away in the second
Liston failed to show for the bell
half from an icy group of SRJC
leaped
1"
iv
round.
smenth
in
the
iiik Iii now for
coml ortably.
shooters,
to win
alf-pre- innies
the a.
the
II inos,
talli1
v it’ FOIlli‘MIllierate Prices
I liolitrao
i cd
v.rh ii
I issuan ltad
......
Itaki1 11..111
REMINGTON
ROYAL
..."1/ .1 Reef
UNDERWOOD
CrACNNA
:JO, $3,00

Tickets $t,

SJS Freshmen
Out To Protect
Winning Streak

United REdlo & TV Supply Company
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- COr4ClNATION PLATES
1.i/1i
All?, 3 meats
An. 2 mi ids
,.1,110 I ills 55155 elleeie .25
Bar1 ell:1,1
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Bread

TYPEWRITERS RENTED

$1.00
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SPECIAL STULENT PEN
RATE POP 3 NAONP-S

Swimmers
Face Chico

find them The varsity nit ’mu
selves in Chi..t today with a golden
opportunity to offset the bitter
taste of defeat they’ve already
sampled twice this season.
The Wildcats from Chico has e
nou here to go hut up, after last
year’s last place showing in the
State College meet held in Los
Angeles.
LL’hile the Spartans 111012 I were
State
Long
Beach
outscoring
19412I, for top honors. Chico was
floundering in tenth position- dearl
last-- -with a disappointing two
points.
The Spartans should be ready to
go this neck with their two-event
distance winner against Cal, Charlie Douglas. Douglas did not compete against Stanford last Friday.
due to ;t virus, but should hr. hack
in top shape for the meets this
week.
Following the Chico State encounter, the varsity mermen will
iii Is., tracks bit. the Williamette
Vdlev. where they’ll test the Ore,
D1.12kii Oil Ft Islay and the Ore State lIciiver, on Sittuiday.
.1
:-.!ai
nitres,
o
it -t trout conipetition ;met.
lientl.
as they won’t faca
i,
itagain until Nlareh 21)
El
’411.1t(1 at Spartan
I

MlIre

I.. 1,11

gil

to14 ;01/1

LII
in

ti SIIItI1,I,
:it

.,,1

has

sc.
the

TI

.

rebounds per
vards ranks richt ,t,m,
it tsnsltt cat. Ina .

Jr’
ii

HERB’S
Chevron Station
CHEVRON

ton

STOP AT THE
SIGN OF
BETTER
SERVICE

Whatever your need’ i Ole way
of
auto services. Ire, ten141 of
to an engine fune.up, ycu can b..
tore they’ll get prompt expert et.
tention .51 reasonet,10 oudint
OIL CHANGE
LUBRICATIONS
FRONT WHEELS
BEARINGS PACKED
RELINED
BRAKES ADJUSTED AND
TIRES BALANCED
MOTOR TUNE-UP
Corner of 8th end WI ,am St.
adMIMMIMMINIIIIMIEM111.111.

Vi,it the C.’s Lite for Fun. Banquet Facilities 5 to 700.
Bal ro-m Leasing. Rooms from $85 Per Month.

jantzen

5795

Imported India cotton madras

swim trunks

Freeman’s Sperfs renfcr
244 So. 2nd Street
San Jose,

Calif.
6

CY 5-2626

ANI) 1.()T1 MORE
I S3S ii it the tixlr’’’IL-,\\*cistern In hips for
it,
v
iiad

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Free Parking

CYpress 3-6383

24 So. Second St.

Master
JEW.H.FliS

1
"IIIIIIMIIIIIINIi163.162,26,WZNY

72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

WE’RE PROUD...

Thf. \CH’

35

Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

Westgate

Sc

lard,’ in design al

.arria Clara Cattnty’s mast
,faNliiratalrlr jr.str,lry Nirrr,’s
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011I’
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even

1111011
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promptly and

If le ientINV.

You are radially Int aril to I istt our
patBridal Rein sirs and NI, nor 22
tern% in Clonal, are. liquoring * Si rat iv,
are
stal Stela,
Fine China *
* Bala In orri 1151.11,11.
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"Hight On Campus"
MOM&

Al

Bean...

rid Boiler

SAN CAT.’ OS at MARKET STS.

13-7 ,,rt il,r

..00001’

sogeosio’’

what was billed as the "Fight
the Century."

Spartans topp.,1
55, in tlre !cards 01
tournanualt

5

13.

TERMS GLADLY

Your Muster
JLN\ 1,1 aI1
72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

Westgate Shopping
1600
Phone 379-3051

Center

Saratoga Ave.
_

a

Spartan Wrestlers
Collide With Gators

^C

THE

of Oregon match, mst weekend.
In the 167 -lb. el
. Gary Scardina gets the 110iI. I b recently per!formed well defensively against
’UCLA’s highly touted Rahim i
1Javarmatrd.
Bill Harm, Spartan grappler in
e gym
have been victims the 177-lb. category, also scored
The Spartans
their last five two victories in the Oregon tour.
smr defeats ill
win tonight would help A steady performer, he should be
-lost column tough against the Gators’ repreequalize the won
sent:like.
part of the season.
’alter
the
g
has been going with
retained
tentatively
has
%Softy
Don Anderson
rs for the ilise,swendit
le
t
es
st
r
regular
include 123-1b. Mike hroughout the season. Anderson
tch. These
Lim, 137-1b. h;.: lost only three matches in hl
tone, 130411. .1, tin
Carl Than- Or! to this year. Along with
Beatty and 147-1b.
lightweights picked tip - decisions, he has out
es The
registered to his credit against San
winning points in a Stanford
Diego State and UCLA matmen.
tle here recently.
Olson will represent
At 157, Cliff
victorious in the
S. Olson Wag
University
them n Oregon and

Tribe Game
Seeks Stars

150
n St.
111O1116
INIIIMI

SAN JOSE CIVIC
AUDITORIUM
111
MARCH 7
Ff.
P.M.

r,,,y

3 Cl

TICKET’, 1?
. .

Jose
Box Office

Want To Play
Better Golf?
Learn from teaching
professionals

JOHN McMULLIN
6

lessons

2 people $35 ’couple
3 people

$15/each

4 people $12/each

Student Rates
50c bucket
only
35c with ASB card

San Jose Fairways
230 E. Brokaw Rd.
295-9542
Wets Bayshoie ?torn

- ADVEP ISEMEtl7 -

Finding Thy Truth

-

BETTY HICKS
SS

Team member
Civitiefl let
tomorrow nieht for the second as
nual
int rannir. I
all-star
against Stanford. The Sparta,:
players will be selected from th
intramural squads by the stmt.,:
intramural assistant and the bas kethall officials. The results of the
selection will be published in th.
Spartan Daily Monday.
The game is slated for 3 p.m.,
F richly, March 6, in the men’s gym.
It is open to the public, free of
charge.
In last year’s game, the Spartan
all-stars were edged in overtime
billowing a basket -for-basket duel.
Alembers of the team are chosen
for their participation, sportsmanship and athletic ability, as demonst rated in the regular intramural
play.

Hyatt House)

The Bible continues to he the
Christian standard for measuring right and wrong. truth
and error. It clearly teaches
that by Divine decree there is
on adequate yet Pis:- P.unishmerit for xin. But would a
FettIIIC fat beer subject his
bail to eternal punishment
Jot wrong doing? Of course
not. DO you know that the
ransom sacrifice of Jesus on
Calvary’s crom constitutes the
basis upon which Gd note
deals u jilt members of the
fallen race. and that in due
lino, Ile will give all an opportunity to ri411111 10 Hint?
SEND FOR .4 FREE (:011Y
of the -Truth .4 bout Her
s. General
Down Publica
Post Office. .New York. N.).

LIACIAMES& (RR MITCHELL
0

, ’morel’s Ind.
itie favorite

have inherrole in the

frieJt-juitior college and
dIsikkontt.
Northern California Intercollegiate
Stanford sophon,.,i, Jur
tenni. tournament, ,,et to begin to- a nationally rank.. .I I i.
rt 1 p.m. on the Spartan has been seeded N.t
Com 7,
frosh-junior college It.
I
0I -.I y of California ha- won’ and now goes after tiatn...., p m. ently held Its. Jim MeAlanm
’the team title th.
’rise tourney still last th r gli
Itierly of Cal.
ISaturday, and boast men and
lieste tangles with Hate Is...1
momen net Mars Cr
throughhart of Santa Clara it.
out northern California. Compc- ipening
rruits,t. Seeded
thin stIll take plata- In college,
are Doug Sykes ::
ited

iii11,iel

nu-

Youth Village lines up with
a flock of ex-SJS stars including
Jeff Fish bite is, Pan-American
Games steeplejack winner, Bobby
Poynter, top sprinter in last week’s
Interclass meet and 9.4 sprinter,
and Jeff Chase, 16-foot pole vaulter and winner in the Golden Gate
Indoor Track Meet.

en’s Arrows 45 and Tucker’s Terrors 37.
In the Open Relay, won by
Theta Chi No. 1. Sigma Phi Epsilon earned a second-place tie with
Phi Sigma Kappa in identical
1:36.6 times. Alpha Tau Omega
finished fourth in the event.
Results f mom the Interelass meet :

VARSITY - 1320, B. Tucker 3:00.0;
75, B. Poynter 7.5; 352, T. Knowles 37.3;
triple jump, P. Moran 43-2’2) discus,
B. Akers: 160-0; 11/2 mile, T. Tuite 6:43.3:
shotput, Kelso 59-10N; javelin. B. Brown
223-10; long jump, L. Bond 24-10: high
jump, K. Good 6-41/4: 70 HH, B. Bonds
8.7; 180, It Poynter 16.8; 660, J. Groothoff 121.9; 330 IN, B. Bonds 41.4 (short
distance); open relay, Theta Chi No, 1
No points will be tallied in com- 1:36.2; 440 relay, Brown’s Bombers 42.7;
petition in the various events. pole vault, B. Turnbull 14-6.
This will give each competitor :t
NOVICE - 1320, D. Dunafon 307.9:
chance to work on a chosen event 75, D. Brooks 7.8: 352, B. Johnson 38.5;
70
NH, J. Herald 9.3; triple jump, J.
without worrying about having to
Herald 43-3N: discus J. Thompkins
"save" himself for a later event 146-11; II/2 mile, D. Lower 7:01.9)
lave in order 1.i score points.
line, P. Demos, 160.8: high jump, B. Al.
6-11/4; long jump, C. Wooten
-Aisle-ding to Spartan (’oatIt
21-9: 180, B. Johnson 17.4: 660, F. Stamp
Bud Winter, it will thus be an 124.1;
330 IH, K. Shackleford, 35.8
"Olympic developmental meet." (short distance); shotput, J. Thompkins
The spikers will be priming for 48-9
spots in this year’s meet at Tokyo.
While some of the Spartan
trackmen have la-en somewhat tinder the weather recently and failed
to make the Interclass meet, Satuiviay will mark the return of at
least two men. Lloyd Murad will
Ire entered in the sprints, while
John Garrison will see action in
the mile and the MO.

Coining off fine performances in
the Interclass Meet last week are
Bob Bonds in the hurdles, Jim
Groothoff in the 660, Tim Knowles
in the 352, Ken Good in the high
jump, Bob Brown in the javelin
and Bob Akers in the discus.
Brown nearly matched the Interclass standard set by Dan Studney in 1962 when he got off a toss
of 223-10.

tenni scores in the
Interclass meet were Bonds’ SecurThe

final

V1 0111t1
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leagues resumed its brisk
Amer. Monday night with a mini- ,
mum of forfeits.
In the "A- league, Awful-Awfuls
deferitecl the Rojos, 53-41. Wayne
Lemons scored 15 for the winners.
The Rams dumped the
Raiders 47-36, behind the shoo, .:,.
of Jack Boisen and Dale Pilger:in:
Alpha Phi Alpha topped Moulder
Hall, :11-25. The Allen Haulers. beat
’Markham, 44-33. Jack Miller was
’high scorer with 23.
1
its the "K" league, Lambda
Chi edged ATO, 4:1-49. Phi Sigma Kappa downed SAE, 51-34.
Nick Roden dropped In 211 points
to
the scoring column. Red
Horde lwat Dr., 45-27.
The "(" league saw Leonard
Hall top the Federals, 34-30. The
, Pelicans lost to the TAF Incompletes, 34-32. Masud Salenkho contributed 19 points. Th.,
-squeezed by Kappa Sign
’ Bob LoBue led with 16. Th., Ho Dads edged Jo-Ii Manor 26-25 lx’.
hind Jim Herdman.
In the "D" league. the Saint,WE’VP led
by Harry Kelbazg’s 2:’
points in beating Fountain Hall.
57-27. Newman Club toppled th.
Corksoakers. 45-32. The high poirr
titan %%ali Steve’ Honda with 17
Star Burst, behind Jerry Novae man, downed the Police School
squad, 39-25. The Sputs beat the
Zeros, 49-24.

BENNER MUSIC
CV 7-7417

Luca

,

1111
s

10.11

rniset sit!. :
(’al,
:old San Jose will compet. as.
college-university ditision of
tourney.
In the frosh-junior cones,
sion. Ron Kop of Foothill .seeded player. Th.
frosh teams. ;a1.1!
1...1. of San Erma
.
College end Foothill
heduled to compete it: Oh folic lIchltnan

MIM7.11194MIC
enta.31X-2A--1..

.

ACAPULCO TAC7:’ :
Delicious
Tost

Etic.ri 4’40

Two B Q T
IsAt,ican !-!ot

Dog

Ordcrs to go

101 Park Ave., at Marlt.et
Call: CY 7-1225
RMACY-ARMSTRONG’S PHARMi,’
STRONG’S PHARMACY- ARMSTPONE
RMACY- ARMSTRONG’S PHARMACV-;,,

CAPTI

CAPTION
CAPTION
CAPTION

IP, II

pi

CC:

7.7:31
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;4: RMACY-ARMSTRONG S F HARM -

1884 W. Son Carlos
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there lawn snort- kredings.

FOLK
cuitars- Banjos- Lessons
RENT TO LEARN

Murad had been nursing a bail
: leg, while Garrison has been i’s covering from a virus which he
had been hampered with since the
Los Angeles Indoor meet. several
: weeks ago.
Still in doubt for Saturday ’s
:fleet are Mike Gibeau, Danny
Murphy. 13.tb Lovejoy, Mel Holmes
and Rah Fernandez.

Its

IL

Two
other spartalls,
Multi and returnee Itich
were 111114441. %,11111.11 111,a111%

ii,..1111

outh Village Here
or Saturday Meet
One of the biggest and certainly one of the first outdoor
meets in the country this Saturday, will pit San Jose State’s track
and f ie Id competitors against
Santa Clara Youth Village in what
should be a real sizzler at Spartan

.)0:11 Rafael Ostma 11
Preissman of Stanfoi
’1nder5on of San Jose State

Intramurals
Boast Action
In Hoop Play

COASTING? -Bobby Poynter, ex-SJS sprinter, nips Jimmy
Omagbemi (I.) and Wayne Herman (r.) in the 75 -yard dash in
last week’s Interclass track meet. Poynter covered the distance
in 7.5 seconds, then broke the meet record in the 180 in 16.8.

,

ntrix

trr

NorCal Tennis Tournir:
Set Today on SJS (v),

vviestling squad,
The Spartan
Hugh Mouthy, tackles
unler Coach
assignment tonight.
her tough
slated to tangle
e grapplers are
of San
th the Gulden Gators
in the Gators’
rancisco State

on

F.P

STRONG’S PHARMACY-ARMSTI..
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HENRY R. PART ONE
- BOX OFFICE NOW OPEN

by Shakespeare
A

Drama

Department Producton

Runs March 6, 7, 11-14
50c SJS Students

$1.25 General

Curtain 8:15 p.m.

College Theatre

Box Office - 5th and E. San Fernando
Open

1-5 p.m.

Sts

"So that’s the picture that rcrr.,
-Yeah!’
"What’s the prise?"
$20 worth of ladies’ cosr-e- -x sod

Daily

ities 79, Brown’s Bombers 71,.
Ofnagbend’s Hong Bongs 55, Boss -

-

"Now long do I have to enter."
TA Wednesday March 4 de I submit my entries?"
"At Armstrong’s Pharmacy 5,8

"Where

name

4

41-’)

BRIICEIERRY
an4

MANY

MORE!

address
phone
"What’s the coupon soy ,he, rare?"
Read +

iSIIRTARIS

tittDARTILLS

a

friday
FEB.28

Veautel,edElate

Co-eds

distinctive bridal sets from $100
rings may be purchased separately

1/qua flet

caster
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ritAYPS S/SO% OITICE
2qp

3-
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AIL SEATS RESERI/E0

E9

regular c..! 1,3

8 30PM.
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SAVE

Coupon
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91 SOUTH FIRST ST.
307 TOWN & COUNTRY
VILLAGE

TERMS TO SUIT YOU

"Why the

some

special for ce.eds 7"

RMACY- ARMSTRONG’S PHARMACY-AR.’
STRONG’S PHARMACY- ARMSTR.CC’S i
- 518 SOUTH I OTH - 5 ! 8

OUTH 1 ’..")Ti -

February 26.
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Interviews

196Job4

Swedish Summer School
Open to SJS Students

Job interviews will be held it thn
Placement Office, Room 234, A ’ministration Building. Sign-ups will siert
on Tuesday. a week prior to the company visit.

Neighborly

International Programs Director
Answers Questions Here Tomorrow
cdonti1. u.lin
college InternaII
on cantst flit
,. speak
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,iil
the

,.... i

Louis (’
up i
Bookie Al I
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in. until 1 p.m. 11. will he II ii ry Gallatin, now coach of the
itt..111111/1t- Ii 1111Wer rp. Ions about St. Louis Hawks of the National
skettiall Association.
thi. program and to advise students.
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citizenship required
irplications and curial: material is
Ii gralli, point average during the
S.100 for the six-steek course,
Further information preceding year to qualify.
This second Iniciii.itiona: SomTeliTrapli
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TiIipl
Mill
June 20 to July 31.
H.licati,m forms are avail th.
mer Session, ei,ntliicterl
Students must have a knowledge
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hlitional information and
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1Latin America, tentatively StiniL
Committee, Summer Seth- supervision, accounting prothiet
ltr Lantos will be in N211 from tiago, Chile, and also the Unice’,
rein:hard:
I I we, Long reach State Col- data process; citizenship
isity of Madrid. The University of
:cio lvii, piesiJitil Sr -trims
male only.
Long Beach, (’all.
,1 sal., s iiattei
I Ai -Marseille and the center in
dent ii iii. 141t4’
Ntarine Corps: officer -rkirGeneva require French speaking
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students. Bolls the Free University
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T11111.51:
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;of Berlin and the University of
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show
One program in Sweden requires
Hying 20, 7:30 p.m., C11149, pro. knowitslge of Swedish and the
physical
&lout the program.
meeting of the semester tonight :leering,
re- .pective members welcome.
math, and M.S. clicinistr ;
other does not. The program in
No kmnsledge of Swedish is nec-, at 7:30 in 113.
Denweratie Club, 3:30 p.m., cafe- W. iseila,
search, development, designIi
Japan dues not require
Members will elect new officers ing and et aluation of complex I,.riit mums A and B.
estary to qualify for the session.
in
Ad lectures are in English. Cin:r...es and discuss plans for the semester. coupons sys ems ; c t izenst iiireExtramural Venting, 4:30 p.m .
’I,
interested in joining quires!.
\
tiered
WG101.
III\
,11,1
Alpha, :4 p.111., 51ernorial
station:
1..S. Nasral ‘15’eat
Chapel
lectirical
ii - lu
I lilted Camptut Chrlsilan FelsOniC posit ii ins
p. 7 p.m., Nlernorial Chapel.
VV,Mieil’ Recreation Maculation
10th Sf, across from men’s dorms
ris inmost les, :30 p.m., PER260.
Ir. ;its Angeles the
Industrial Relations and Personfraction is six out of ten. Those who shrug their sheuldett at these harsh
nel Management Club, 12 30
facts may Claim that man has heed hiraseif horn Victorian moral codes, and
Ind 7 pin., 1:114-18.
as master of his own destiny, has the right to marry and divorce as he desires.
Newman Club, 8 p.m., NeWilla11
Front a Caristian viewpoint, the high divorce rate in a result of man’s turning
IC1.111Fer, Dr. Dwight Pailful, head.
away from God into sin and selfishness Cod’s moral laws are unchanging:
nonistics
Vtromen’s
extramural
God has neither evolved nor changed His mind. He has intended that a man
Dept. of Journalism and AtIVertiSand golf %ill hold initial inecliors iiii4. as ill speak on "Sensritiiiiia 1
and wife live together for life, and departure from this plan is sin in God’s
sight, lesus Himself, during His earthly ministry, presented the Facts of Life
tomornyw and Mon.l.iy
BriSiC 1114,1’711 issues C
from the beaming of
from God’s point of view in unmistakable terms. ".
11:t’) p.m.. Newman Center.
tively.
tha creation God made them male and female. For this cause shall a man
leave his father and mother, and cleave to his wile: and they twain shall be
Students and NVItA members;
To SIM( III tW
one flesh: so then they are no more twain. but one flesh. What God hath
’crested in gymnastics should meet
. Whosoever shall put away his
Balkan Alliance, 7:45 p.m.. WC: joined together let no man put asunder .
Wife, and marry another, committeth adultery against her. And it a woman
in PER260 at 4:30 tomorrow. N
committeth
shall put away her husband and be married to another she
Ill Het, 8 p.m., Newman Center
.oxpericnec is necessary.
adultery" Mark 136.12.
Sigma Delta Cht. 12 noon, J101.
WI 111111 interested in ext rnrniira I
"But I say unto you. That whosoever shall put away his wife, saving for the
Sid Club, 7 :30 p.m . T1155.
cause of fornication causeth her to commit adultery: and whosoever shall
,
,;olf should report to the \V( ; ;
marry her that is divorced committeth adultery." Mat. 512.
. it 1:30 on hIonday. The 1!Ill 1
REGULAR
The Christian marriage is Christ centered, and the husband is the divinely
rrr will include
ml iii’’., nil1,
instituted head of this home:
Stanford, Santa Clara mini! II...
"Wives, submit yourselves unto your own husbands as into the Lord. For the
’California Collegiate invitatiial..;
husband is the head of the wife, even as Christ is the head of the church’
:Totumament m Whittier. S. I
and he is the saviour of the body. Therefore, as the church is subject unto
Husbands
everything.
in
husbands
wives
be
let
the
to
their
own
so
Christ.
may contact Dr. Fie Witte. aisistAll fraternity presidents srill
love your wives, even as Christ also loved the church, and gave himself for
ant professor of P.E., Ext. 2106.
inept at 5 tonight at the Gardvn
it . . . so ought men to love their wives as their own bodies. He that Webs
City Iliifbrau, Market and Piisr
his wife loveth himself." Eph. 5.2218.
Si reet,. I,,r iiiif hil nyeetin4 iii tlue
295-8968
Christians should never marry unbelievers:
"Know ye not that your bodies are the members of Christ? Shall I then take
ii la t ed President-,
the members of Christ and make them members of an harlot? God forbid.
m -truing to Inter-FruLATE FOR CLASS?
What’ Know ye not that he which is pained to an harlot is one body? For two.
, _Iv
141:,
President
Council
. Know yo not that your body is the temple
saint he, shall be one flesh
Thi
1"..!
your
of the Holy Spirit which is in you, which ye have of God, and ye are not
military fraternit..
own? For ye are bought with a price, therefore, glorify God in your body, and
rk 1,111Stilt.111,
ill htt \ t
in your spirit which are God’s." I Cu’. 6 1570
. Pledge smoker in the I
Should a person become a Christian alter marriage it is not necessary after
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conversion to depart from the unbelieving partner, but rather, it is desirable
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An outline of llus
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.
I
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usually
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fail
and
Christian marriages are made in heaven
and discussed.
blessed wonderfully with children who become Christians at an early age
with Cnr’q f the ranter,
Niki 11110X, 1904 1’i
i
Nothing is more wonderful and ser,,r, than a
and nothing more tragic than a family livi.ig apart from God Becoming a
svill be pi. ,e1.
Christian is never a matter at shaping up and puthnk on good behaviour. It
ANNOUNCEMENTS Ill
queens.
is always the best start of regeneration by True Holy SpaiL Likewise in Christo SJS
All men
tian marriage it is God who unites man and wan to niche theiii "one flesh."
THE P.17,)lit ED’
mar:rages built on any other basis are on shaky grounds! No wonder tney
Faculty & Students
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rp, :tett or ASB card
Your questions invited,
Movie
& Still
The Holy Bible our sole authority, Box 11291, Polo Alb
Cameros
Supplies
AUTOMOTIVE ID
Projectors
Equipment
Epicopalidn Editor
0’; CHE
developing
printing
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Spartaguide

TASC Election

Spaghetti?
VISIT

THE

COLLEGE

OPEN TONIGHT
’TIL 9:00
Roberts Book Store

GOD’S VIEW OF MARRIAGE

Women’s Teams
Hold First Meetings

BOWL

OPEN 2-2

354 E. Santa Clara St.

FOR THRIFTY SPARTANS ONLY

Highest Quality at Lowest Prices

309

Fraternity Heads
Meet at Hofbrau

(Viin honor all credit catrE)

(the complete service station j

To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptas,
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, lust fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send it with a cheek or
cash to the Spartan Doily Advertising Office, J206,
Jose State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2.30 P.M. two days prior to publication.

San

1,11,

CLASSIFIED RATES
2
3
4
5

,y

One time
501t a line

Three times
254 a :one

Five limas
200 a line

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

lines
lines
lines
lines

Add this
amount for
each addfl line
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’62 MG
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Prlat year ad Mary

’63

HIILMAN

’59

will be on Campus to discuss with Seniors and
Graduate Students employment opportunities in
State service, including the fields of:

Statistical Research
Real Estate and Property Management
Personnel and Fiscal Management

VOLKSWAGEN,
.
,,

Insurance
Stasi", Do.
Enclosed II
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